THE MACHINE

THE machine is real, the machine is real, the machine is real, can't you see the machine is real, working for a living, slaving for a living, a slave to the system, slaving for a living is a reality that rich people dance to a beat that freedom can't ring the way Martin Luther's heart dreamed that dreamed that those little kids could breath robust revisions parachuting in the genocide of a true ambition to life with the way God intended families smiling at each other past a democratic, communistic socialist community where the rich stop abusing the poor with over priced commodities of ideas that we must have the best to be happy so we slave to the equality of stupidity to have a cow like resistance working half our lives so the rich can smile a conscienceless less of anti political migrations that dynamite the milk mains believe in a suicidal ideological insurmountable subsequent advocates uninviting on the back of the egal egal tactic to carve for free,
to live for free, to live for free... Homelss
society buying into revolutions of a new
world order past 6-7 industrialized nations
images that living for free wanting only
the breath of a mantra sitting in a lotus
position of universal babies dancing with
angles in fields of resistance to the machines
play of living in a urban utopia that
steals the spirits window of absolute racist
Radical way of eating your Notre with a
progressive milk that turns back to the
6'clock news lie of real new and the
crisis is that you believe you are truly
living when your blood is a lie because
the food is a lie of genitrics this is
all because the machine is real, the
machine is real, the machine is real
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"Keeping it real"

if you ready for that...